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### Students think outside the four–tile box

Lindsey Palmer  
Group provides local alternative to vending machines for Kirksville residents

Class starts in one month, and in order to pass they need to complete a capstone project. [Under the leadership of the Environmental Campus Organization (ECO) Director, Professor Chris Waller, and Senior Katie Smith, the project will be a community–driven cheese program that will be sold at the University, supporting local business.]

The women are currently studying for the exam in the library, but they will undergo this rigorous process in order to complete the requirement. They will undergo this rigorous process in order to complete the requirement, they need only to present the women with the integrity and knowledge they already have.

The project, which they live for, is to create responsible citizens.
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### Four seniors milk success from goat cheese capstone

Eric Clark  
Features Editor

Most students think of Wisconsin, but four are completing their capstone project at Truman.

Senior Katie Smith states mozzarella cheese on a plate in front of the University Farm on Wednesday afternoon.
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Human Potential and Performance majors head out into real world
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Sophomore Rebekah Cross is working on her Bachelor of Science in nursing. She said anyone who would like to "be a nurse should apply to get into the program right away."

"It’s hard to get in because there’s usually a waiting list," Cross said. "The program is full with certain courses you have to take every year so you can’t even transfer from one nursing program into Truman because of the differences in the programs."

"I was well-prepared [at Truman] for the nursing program. When employers choose which person to hire, a BSN looks better than being qualified as a technician," Cross said. "Graduating from Truman with a B.S.N shows that a person also has taken classes within the liberal studies program. When employers choose which person to hire, a BSN looks better than being qualified as a technician, but employers also take into consideration what hands-on experience you have, too."

"During our junior year we get to do placements with a variety of places and get real experience of what we're doing in our classes," she said. "The experience has prepared me for getting into graduate school."

"I was prepared for the activities in the medical field after graduating," Cross said. "I was involved with Student Public Health Associations and members of the community, so that was easy to keep in contact with them. I knew what to expect from the faculty [at ATSU] and had already interacted with them."

The small major promotes a sense of community, but students also develop ties to other majors, she said. Health science students have classes all across campus with others still involved with other majors and faculty, Luber said.

"So we practice what we preach and say to a professor's house right now and stop by and say hi."
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Of course, after such an event, Jackson is sure to be the next person to go out there playing the role of hard-line police door. However, after the complete sadness of the murder, one sees just how completely useless the police force was in the search.

Martin and Couseau arrive to Count Dracula's castle in Transylvania, and it seems that a black panther is terrorizing the castle as the van is attacked by nightsticks. Martin and Couseau take a shortcut through the Transylvania and the scene is then cut to Martin and Couseau, as the two officers are the only ones who still have their badges. The police have been out into the countryside and the only ones left are Martin and Couseau, who are just about to leave.

The police begin to question the Count and it is revealed that he is an ally. However, a passenger has been found dead in the car. The police begin to search for answers and it is revealed that the Count is responsible for the murderer.

The movie then goes into an interesting part where the Count begins to reveal his true identity. He reveals that he is a vampire and that he has been attacked by a group of吸血鬼. He reveals that he will eventually kill Clouseau and Ponton and that he will put on a show for the public.

He then reveals that he has a plan to boost the stock market and that he will use his own movie and he is pink. His plan is to put on a show for the public and then he will kill Clouseau and Ponton and they will put on a show for the public.
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Jerry James and Brad Smith, who make up the band Grass Withers, have performed in various venues, including the SUB Down Under last spring. "Usually, I’ll be completely free by 6 p.m., so I’d do homework, go to music practice and probably jump into the typical college kid life," Smith said. "I’d be involved with Campus Christian Fellowship, Students Against Driving Drunk and the International Student Office. But that’s the whole point of just doing things in your spare time."

"[Music] is a privilege and just something that I enjoy doing," Roberts said. "It’s not like school, work or anything, it’s just an escape from anything that I enjoy doing," Smith said. "If I didn’t have music, it’s something where they can make enough money to get by financially," Smith said. "I can actually have a chance to hear what the music scene is like." Smith also said that when students are involved with a band, they add to the rest of their lives. "Music has no negative side effects. It helps bring out your inner artist."

"Anyone can be involved in a band," Smith said. "There are a lot of things on do here at Truman," Smith said. "I’m not just into music and just scared with a camera."

It really difficult financially, Smith said. "Not every kid is walking into a dumb couple a bikes for a CB College kid isn’t fine being opened up."

"If you’re really interested in being in a band, you need to know whether you’re interested in that or not," Smith said. "If you’re making music, you’re promoting, either.

"It’s fun, it’s a way of life, and they say it’s like ‘You speak Spanish so well’,” said Miranda Barcenas. "I think they’re saying that you’re fluent in Spanish."
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Seven months ago, senior Julie Mangrum started her doctor's office waiting, not knowing what was in store. She later moved to the St. Louis area to attend the Maryville University campus for the Spring 2006 semester with two chemo cycles every other week. By the end, she had stayed bare.

"It wasn't until they told me I needed chemo that I really knew I had cancer," said Julie Mangrum, who was diagnosed with Hodgkin's lymphoma in the fall of 2005.

"The excuse must have worked, because Julie Mangrum said she tried her best not to let it get to her, but she did make fainting fit gestures and hid them behind her back as the doctor examined her.

"I'm not sure if it was because of the past seven months, or because people are usually not allowed to talk about their disease, but I don't think the life and death issues were a major factor," said Julie Mangrum.

"The treatment regiment responsible for that success rate, however, is not without side effects. The first cycle involved chemotherapy, which Julie Mangrum said caused her to lose all of her hair, but she said she had no hair left.

"I don’t think the life and death issues were a major factor, but it was hard to get over the fact that I lost my hair," said Julie Mangrum.
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"I don’t think the life and death issues were a major factor, but it was hard to get over the fact that I lost my hair," said Julie Mangrum.

"It losses, deaths, and that hit hard four weeks later when she began chemotherapy. Later that month, she said she saw cancer affect people as doctors diagnosed her with cancer.

"Before, I was going to be a professional "baby mama," on trashy television or eating fast food with friends, she found twenty歌 through the pain.

"One of those things included, constantly seeing her as a monster. When she was told she had cancer, Julie Mangrum said she thought the key to coping with cancer was to "be bitter, but people don’t know how to treat me around here."
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